Arab Emirates. **BURJ AL ARAB**.
Austria. **WILHEMSHOF**.
Belgium. **AUDI**.
Brazil. **UNIMED HOSPITAL**.
Bulgaria. **COTTON CLUB**.
Ecuador. **GUAYAQUIL BANK**.
Finland. **HELSINKI AIRPORT**.
France. **BAILLARDRAN**.
Georgia. **SOCAR**.
Germany. **H10 BERLIN**.
Great Britain. **ST MARYS COLLEGE**.
Guatemala. **ARKADIA**.
Hong Kong. **CHEK LAP KOK AIRPORT**.
Hungary. **ZENIT**.
Kosovo. **PRISHTINE**.
Liechtenstein. **LGT BANK**.
Malaysia. **MANDARIN**.
Mexico. **HARD ROCK**.
Norway. **HOLMESTRAND STASJON**.
Poland. **MERCURE**.
Portugal. **CULTURAL CASCAIS**.
Singapore. **SUNTEC**.
Spain. **UPONOR ACADEMY**.
Sweden. **MAX**.
Thailand. **PHUKET**.
The Netherlands. **MICROPIA**.
Turkey. **DELIMONTI**.
United States of America. **SPIRIT OF BOSTON**.
**Burj Al Arab 7* hotel. Dubai. UAE**

60x60 cm and CTS flooring. Vanity tops

Cosentino HQ
Wilhemshof Hotel, Vienna, Austria
Dreis 1.2cm Exclusive washbasins and Bubbles shower trays
Austria Center
Audi. Brussels. Belgium
White Zeus Extreme and Black Tao food service countertops
Brussels Center. Groku (industrial kitchen manufacturer)
UNIMED. Hospital Unimed Litoral, Santa Catarina. Brazil. 2016
47 slabs of Noka and 38 slabs Blanco Norte. Elevators wall cladding and countertops for several applications
Santa Catarina. Ana Nubia Jacob. Marmoraria Trevo (fabricator)
10 slabs of Pacifica 1.2 cm bar tops & table tops with back lighting. 6 slabs of Black Stellar 2 cm
Cosentino East Europe. Rocio Rueda. AGD Global (designer). SKY (fabricator)
White Storm columns, Cemento Spa flooring, Blanco Norte vanity tops
Andino Center. Laura Garay. Gomez Platero Arquitectos (architect)
HELSEINKI AIRPORT. Finland. 2015
Grey Amazon Suede cut to size bar tops with special edge shapes
Gothenburg Center, Patrick Beining, Niko Routsalainen
47 M2 Zeus Suede 1.2cm flooring (ashler pattern), Jumbo slabs White Zeus & Black Zimbabwe granite polished 2cm countertops and washbasins
Socar, Azerbaijani Oil Company. Tbilisi, Georgia
Zirconium, Carbono and Chrome in wall cladding, skirting boards, flooring, staircases and elevators
HQ Cosentino
H10 berlin ku'damm Hotel. Berlin, Germany
Black Stellar bathroom vanity tops
Berlin Center. Jan Kleihues (specifying agent)
Chrome & White Platinum Serveries
ARKADIA. Shopping Mall, Boulevard Los Proceres, Ciudad de Guatemala. 2016
130 M2 White Storm 2cm tables and countertops with planters
Penelope Moreno. Formas Geométricas (distribution & installation)
HONG KONG AIRPORT. Chek Lap Kok Airport, Hong Kong. 2015

25,000 sqm White City, Cream Minerva, Gris Expo and Amazon 2 cm polished. Flooring, staircase, Prayer Room, VIP lift lobbies/corridors/cars, Arrivals/Departures AVP lounges/APM stations

Silechannel, Aedas (architect), Gammon Construction (contractor)
Amazon Volcano reception desk, bar tops, rooms table tops. Bianco Rivers Volcano and Lyra countertops in breakfast & coffee areas
Madar-Épkó Kft | Parvic SL (fabricator)
Calypso kitchen top & Integrity DUE sink Vortium
Paradiso Group (fabricator & contractor). Hana Nixha (interior designer)
LGT Bank. Vaduz. Liechtenstein. 2015
320 M2. Tigris Sand Suede. 12mm staircase, elevator, bathroom wall cladding. 20mm vanity tops & washbasins
MANDARIN ORIENTAL 5* HOTEL. Kuala Lumpur. Malaysia. 2015

20mm Chrome bar top

Singapore City Center; Alvaro Raya; Designwilkes interior designer
HARD ROCK Hotel. Puerto Aventuras (Quintana Roo), Mexico. 2015
4,000 m² Lagoon 12mm. Vanity tops & Furniture tops of 600 hotel rooms
Mexico DF Center. Tere Gongora. Grupo Tenerife. MC Marmol Caribe
120 linear meters of Yellow Gea sandblasted 1.2 cm (discontinued color), size 40x10 cm (16" x 4")
Oslo Center. Oivind Kaspersen. Naturstein Montering (fabricator)
MERCURE Hotel. UL. Pawia, Cracow. Poland. 2016
400 m² (4,306 sqft) White Zeus Extreme bathroom vanity tops
Centro Cultural de Cascais. Portugal. 2010
Blanco Norte, large size wall cladding
Lisbon Center. Luisa Gomes (Architect)

14,000 M2 of Chrome, White Platinum, White Stellar and customized Maple Stellar flooring 60x60x1,2 cm

White North 1.2 cm for underfloor heating 60x40 cm installed with Ardex adhesives and grooving
Madrid Center. Angel Guerra. Uponor Hispania (owner)
Lyra 3cm cash desks & table tops
Goteborg Center. Patrick Beining, Imput Interior. Erik Lundqvist
KING POWER DUTY FREE. Phuket Airport. Thailand. 2015

3,000 sqm Ariel in floors

Kriangsak Kivanun. Ross Cameron
MICROPIA. Museum, Natura Artis Magistra. Amsterdam (The Netherlands). 2014

350 m² Arden Blue Suede finish, tile size 60x60x1.2cm on floors and stairs
Deurne Center. Suzanne Winters. Kossman.dejong (architect). PBS Holland (elevated floors)
12 slabs of Arden Blue Volcano 2cm for countertops, tables and decorative surfaces
Istanbul Center. Koray Kayitmaz. Oguz Bayazit Architecture (architects)
SPIRIT OF BOSTON. Luxury yacht. United States. 2015
509 Sq.Ft. Helix custom bar countertops, 3"/4". Lyra 3/4" bathroom
Cooley Marine Management (contractor), Andrew Cooley (principal), O&G masonry division